
Kwik Kopy Malaga  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Kwik Kopy provided a fast and friendly service.  Highly recommend!

Natrad  - Owner

10/03/2020Fast and friendly!

Rudy at Kwik Kopy Malaga is very good. He looks after customers very well

Nilesh  - Principal

10/03/2020Great Service

Rudy and his team at Kwik Kopy Malaga, WA have always delivered a great, fast service. I would 
always use them based on the repeated great experience we always receive.

AdamR  - Technical Manager

10/03/2020On time every time

I’ve ordered twice now from Kwik Kopy Malaga both with really tight deadlines. The team 
were able to print the flyers I needed in less than 24 hours to a high standard of quality for 
a reasonable price. They are now my definite go-to for any printing needs. Would highly 
recommend them!

Shanngc  - Marketing Coordinator

10/03/2020Quick and great service.

Kwik Kopy Malaga
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I visited Kwik Kopy to pick up business cards and photo catalogue, great service.

Wesley  - Owner/Worker

13/02/2020
Rudy and staff always courteous & willing to 
serve

I have asked printing jobs with Kwik Kopy Malaga for several times now, and they never fail to 
deliver professionally done, and excellent works!

Benny Chan  - Artistic Director

14/12/2019Awesome work at KK Malaga

Contacted them early in the day, sent my file for printing , and was able to collect same day. 
Good quality product with a quick turnaround. Highly recommended

CarlI  - Branch Manager

14/12/2019Extremely KWIK service

We have used Kwik Kopy on several occasions and customer service and 
product is consistently excellent.

Maria1  - Office Manager

13/12/2019
Great customer service and effi-
ciency.“ ”
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I recently ordered some purchase order books from Kwik Kopy Malaga. They were fast and reliable 
with the best comparable prices I found. When I picked up my order I had my 3 year old daughter 
with me and the lovely man I spoke with gifted her a bag of lollies which absolutely made 
her day. I am very impressed with the work done by Kwik Kopy and will definitely be a return 
customer.

AllFordMotors  - Secretary

13/11/2019Excellent Service

NEED,BUSINESS CARDS. SIGNAGE FOR THE UTE,PAMPHLETS FOR LETTER BOX DROP,FRIENDLY 
AND HELPFUL STAFF. VERY HELPFUL WITH DESIGN. 10/10

Kwik Kopy Malaga Customer  - High Pressure Cleaning

10/09/2019UNDER PRESSURE HYDRO CLEANING

Our AGM were done by Kwik Kopy Malaga and were well received by our membership. Quality 
very good and well priced. Many thanks. Look forward to next years AGM books!

Kim Secretary  - Secretary

10/09/2019AGM books.

Could not have been happier with my experience at Kwik Kopy.  Professional, friendly and great 
service/turnaround times.  Would highly recommend you.

Leanne67  - Sales/Research Coordinator

10/09/2019Fantastic Service and Lovely People
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Fast and efficient, great customer service and helpful.

Shell Perth  

18/08/2019Great Service

We contacted Kwik Kopy in Malaga for printing 10,000 product labels that were very urgently 
required. Rudy was very helpful and provided proofs within a couple of hours and was able to run 
off the first batch for the next day which really saved our necks! We have also used Kwik Kopy 
for a branded table cloth and additional product labels, again the service was excellent and in 
every case ready earlier than the quoted lead time. Overall Rudy and the team at Malaga have 
been excellent in every area, we will not hesitate to recommend or use them again.

AdamR  - Technical Manager

15/08/2019Great quality and turn around time

Always happy with the service, price and products.

Katt  - Admin/Accounts

15/08/2019VERY HAPPY

We deal with Kwik Kopy over the internet, we find them very good to deal with.

Wesley  - Owner

10/07/2019Printing business cards
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Kwik Kopy are always very efficient and we are very happy to work with them for all our printing 
requirements

Nambung  - Owner / Sectretary/Event Organiser

12/06/2019flyers  & posters

Very happy with product and delivery. Pleasant staff

Horse doc  

12/06/2019Great service, good  fees

We have used Kwik Kopy for all our business needs.   Very efficient and great quality.

Jo Ward  - Director

12/06/2019Great Service and always on time

I have used Kwik Kopy Malaga many times.  They are helpful and accommodating and deliver a 
good product with a fast turn-around.

Natasha2  - Marketing Manager

10/04/2019Fast and efficient service
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Always a please to deal with Rudy and the team at Kwik Kopy Malaga, prompt, efficient and 
professional.

Blandy7  - Director

10/04/2019Friendly and professional service

We ordered business cards and memo pads. Quality was good , price was  competitive and the 
staff friendly with  good communication flow. We had a number of proof read changes that were 
our own doing and each time the changes were no trouble to the business.

Jammo  - Bookeeper

15/03/2019
Professional expertise, friendly communica-
tion.

I’ve visited Rudy and his team many times. I like their support, quality and expedient response to 
RFQ’s

Mark1966  - GM

13/03/2019Great service

Pricing is very competitive and quality of work is A1

Cols  - Sales Manager/Marketing

11/12/2018Service was quick and satisfactorily complete
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Easy to order, fast delivery and lots of assistance through the process. Happy Customer!

RichardS  - Director, Business Development

11/12/2018Great Service, seamless delivery!

Very happy with the service and product provided by Kwik Kopy Malaga.  The staff are very 
friendly and quick to response to enquires.

Jules2018  - Administration Coordinator / QA Rep

9/10/2018Great Service & Product

Thank you to the Kwik Kopy Malaga team. As always, they delivered a great product in a timely 
fashion and with a positive attitude. This one was a particularly rushed ‘rush job’ and I appreciate 
their ability to squeeze my job in at such short notice.

KandiT  - Creative Director

9/10/2018Incredibly Responsive

I use Kwik Kopy Malaga, and I have been  really happy with the service I 
have received from the manager and the team. Products have been great 
and competitively  priced and arrived on time. Given examples to some 
marketing products I wanted and was very helpful

Andrea 64  - State Manager

11/10/2018Great products and customer service“ ”
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Several months ago, I needed my business cards printed urgently and our regular supplier could 
not fulfill my request. Googled the net and stumbled upon Kwik Kopy Malaga. Spoke to Rudy 
and he assisted me by printing my BC with a turn around time of 24 hours. Services rendered is 
second to none and have been back with more printing of BC for my Malaysia office.

Chong  - Director

11/09/2018Excellent service

I can always rely on Kwik Kopy when I forget to order my products. They are so fast at organising 
the products and getting them to me without delay. The products are always perfect and I have 
never had to complain about anything. Well done Kwik Copy.

Violet  - Manager

14/08/2018The best Service around.

I am so happy with service from Kwik Kopy Malaga. Strongly recommended.

Nilesh  - Principal

14/08/2018Great & on time service

Kwik Kopy are always very prompt in responding to my queries, and they provide a top level of 
customer service each and every time.

LClark  - Admin/Reception

14/08/2018Impressive Customer Service
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Really happy I chose Kwik Kopy instead of all the other printers in the area.

Pau8445  - Administration

9/07/2018Great and quick printing Service

the best part is sending proof of requirements with a quick early response and only having to buy 
5 books at one time which suits my cash flow better. All order books are very good quality and 
exactly how I ordered them and price friendly.

Colin 61  - Sales Manager/Marketing

29/03/2018service is great and responsive without delay

Rudy and the team and my one stop print needs supplier following their proven and continuous 
high service levels, quick turn around and dedication to ensure the client is always happy. The 
always go above and beyond. So thank you

Matt Doherty  - National Marketing Manager

28/03/2018Always reliable and great service - every time

Have always had great service from Kwik Kopy in Malaga. Deliver items to our office and the 
treats are always welcomed by our staff. Have had many an instance where we have run out of 
books and Kwik Kopy are great in helping to get urgent requests processed.

Kwik Kopy Malaga Customer  - Office Admin

28/03/2018Great service - especially urgent requests
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I have been dealing with Kwik Kopy for years - I was always a very satisfied customer. So I didn’t 
expect less from Rudi who took over the Malaga store.   I am very pleased with the outcome of 
my recent order

Chris 57  - Managing Director

14/12/2017Always have great service

The staff were happy to reprint something if I wasn’t happy with it. Work has been done on time 
at a competitive price.

David Skinner  - Landscape / Architectural Designer

14/12/2017Great level of service

I was able to get a company brochure for Grid Garages, sheds and patios without leaving my 
office which I found very convenient and am very happy with the quality even considering I did 
not supply high resolution pictures. They helped design the brochure with very little help from 
my end and I would recommended Kwik Kopy Malaga to anyone who is looking for a printing job 
done.

Colin 61  - Sales Manager/Marketing

30/10/2017Service was quick and satisfactorily complete

We use Kwik Kopy for a number of our products and have always been 100% satisfied with the 
customer service, organisational skills and prompt delivery. We cannot fault the products from 
Kwik Kopy, either.

Ashlyn  - Practise Manager

24/10/2017Prompt service & flawless products!
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We wanted to use a local supplier. We received specific advise tailored to our needs and are 
happy with the products printed.

ASAP Garage Doors  - Director

23/10/2017Prompt, local service

The service was really good and the product is excellent quality. The turnaround was quick as 
well.

Shailesh  - Owner/Director

21/10/2017Great Service and product

Very consistent and reliable service , quick turnaround on jobs ordered and quality outcome very 
happy

Depa  - Director

6/09/2017Thank you Kwik Kopy Malaga

Every time I place an order or request a quote it is processed very quickly and to great standard.

Bronny  - Office Manager

4/09/2017Friendly and fast service
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We have been purchasing our restaurant cards from Kwik Copy for many years now and we have 
never ever been disappointed with what we have received. We have at times run really low on 
stock and forgotten to order but good old Kwik Copy gets it to us as quick as they can every time. 
Their name is perfect for them because they are quick. We would never use anyone else, just wish 
all our other suppliers had the same professionalism and caring attitude towards their customers. 
All this good service and product and they don’t charge you and arm and a leg. Very affordable. 
Thank you Kwik Copy (-:

Violet  - Manager

25/08/2017Quick, painless service and amazing product.

We had to get some flyers done in a short notice for an expo. Rudy who picked up our job at KK 
end realised we area photography company and went the extra mile to make sure the colour 
management of the flyer was spot on with dozens of test prints to get it right. That’s what I call 
great service!

Levo  - The Man

2/08/2017Brilliant Service and a great product

I am glad we can use kwik Kopy they are very good in all they do

Cecilia  - Accounts Officer

21/07/2017products

Always had excellent and prompt service from Kwok Kopy Malaga. I get my 
wholesale catalogues printed here and they turn out great

Lorraine  - Wholesale Manager

25/08/2017Great Service“ ”
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The customer service I received from the Elyse was great.

Gensets  - Office Manager

21/07/2017Great customer service

happy with my experience with Kwik copy;  not happy that this survey tells me I am 12 
characters short on my review!

Richo  - Owner

23/06/2017great service and products

A very quick , efficient , friendly and competitive service

Nambung  - Event Organiser/ Owner

19/06/2017Great service and quality products

Email correspondence, service was prompt and efficient :)

Sara Grose  - Purchasing Oficer

17/06/2017Good / Great service
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KwikKopy has always produced my cards and brochures.  I’m so grateful that my colleagues 
recommended them years ago

Kaza  - Allied Health Practioner

17/06/2017
Always impressed with the quality of bus 
cards

the end product was great , but it took 2 times to get there

Pars  - Owner

8/06/2017I am happy with the end product

I ordered duplicate books at short notice. After speaking with Rudy and advised him of the 
importance of having the books, he assured that he would do everything he could to have them 
ready for me, although already busy. The books were ready to collect on agreed day.

Kwik Kopy Malaga Customer  - Director

7/06/2017Great service, a speedy turn around.

Excellent service and great quality work from Kwik Kopy Malaga.

Heena  

7/06/2017Excellent Service
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Rudy from KwikKopy Malaga is fantastic. He went out of his way to print our programs at short 
notice.

Robyn Mentzel  - Convenor

6/06/2017Wonderful service

Thanks for getting our print job done and delivered so quickly!

Nervanachiro  - Director

22/04/2017Great quick service

I’ll be frank we are a rather demanding client when it comes to last minute print jobs, left of field 
requirements and last minute changes. Rudy and his team accommodated all our requirements, in 
the most demanding of time frames with the highest level of professionalism, courtesy and focus 
on customer care. A great team whom in spite of us moving from Malaga to Belmont will be our 
supplier of choice moving forward. Thanks guys. Brodie Rice

BrodieRice  - Business Transformation Specialist

22/04/2017
Rudy and Ed provide quality, friendly and 
speedy s

I have dealt with KK Malaga for many years with the previous owner, and was more than pleased 
that the new owners have continued in the same manner with good reliable service. Always a 
pleasure doing business with people who take pride in what they do.

Dels  - Proprietor

22/04/2017Good reliable service is a MUST!
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ordered business and appointment cards, service from Rudy was prompt and excellent!

JessBaxter83  - Chiropractic Assistant

21/04/2017Rudy was excellent, amazing service!

KwikKopy went over and above to meet our desperately short timeframe - you got the job done 
and delivered on time.  Thankyou so much for your efforts in assisting us. We will be back for 
sure.

NessW  - Support Officer

21/04/2017Fantastic service and product

I have been a frequent customer of Kwik Kopy Malaga for many years , always was served 
exceptionally well by previous owners , I was devastated when I heard they were leaving and 
sceptical that anyone could help as much as they did . Then I met the new owners , they are 
exactly the same !! So knowledgeable on their products , can help very efficiently even on urgent 
requests that may not be a big job for them , but meant a lot that got treated so well from 
beginning to end . I would not go anywhere else !! and the price is competitive with opposition, 
but the service is exceptional ! Great team at kwik Kopy Malaga.

Smyles  - Office Manager

1/04/2017
Fantastic service , efficient and cost effective 
!

Easy to work with, well priced. Very efficient  and helpful.

Lance  - Director

1/04/2017Easy to work with
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I use Malaga store often and I haven’t been disappointed yet in the production of service.

JenStone  - Area Manager

23/03/2017Friendly and Efficient

I visit Kwik Kopy regularly for my advertising requirements

Storm  - Business Owner

3/03/2017Good service and assistance from the team.

I had some very urgent printing needs several times now and Rudy and the team have always 
come up with the solution for me. nothing has proved to be too hard for them and timing has 
always been beyond my expectations. Even when I had no artwork to offer and required same day 
turn around for the end product, the fantastic team at Kwik Kopy were able to deliver on time.

Grygiel  - CEO

9/12/2016fantastic service

Always looked after by Rudy and the team at Kwik Kopy Malaga, very prompt 
service (with a smile).

Advantage2  - Director

21/02/2017Quick response“ ”
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The product was delivered on time and as per our request.

Bhavesh patel  - Transport Planner

8/12/2016Great service and product

I use Kwik Kopy monthly for plans and stickers etc...

Lee chapman  - Production Manager

8/12/2016
good service and always happy with the prod-
uct.

We have 4 shops and need printing requirements on a regular basis. The response has always 
been prompt and always service with a smile. Thank you!

Joanna  - Owner

17/11/2016Great service

We issue a request for plan printing on a regular basis and these are then printed and issued to 
the site in a prompt manner.

Castlerock  - Administrator

17/11/2016Great Prompt Service
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Kwik Kopy Malaga gave me essential information over the phone, then bound 2 important 
documents a few minutes later over the counter. Impressed by Rudy’s excellent service and 
politeness.

Kassem  

16/11/2016Outstanding Service

HI, It was great to deal with Kwik Kopy for my printing needs. The product was supplied on time 
and it was match with our requirement. All the boxes was marked with copy on top so its easy to 
identify that what’s in the box. Hope to continue doing business with KWIK KOPY. Thanks

Bhavesh patel  - Transport Planner

11/11/2016Great service and produce as per requirement

Ruby managed to get my late order finished when I needed it.

Plrboxes  - Director

8/11/2016Great service

We call Kwik Kopy Malaga for some urgent ticket for our sale and they responded with the 
tickets early the next day

Susan24  - Personal Assistant

8/11/2016Ordering
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Rudy and the team at Kwik Kopy Malaga are always welcoming and their service is excellent

Advantage2  - Director

8/11/2016Quick response

As a graphic designer I am a regular customer of Kwik Kopy Malaga on behalf of my own clients. 
I always appreciate the timely response of the team and the quality of the product - and so do 
MY clients!

KandiT  - Creative Director

8/11/2016Prompt and Professional



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.malaga.kwikkopy.com.au


